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The Freedom Train, a touring exhibit of 133 historical documents and
memorabilia including the Mayflower Compact, the Bill of Rights, Washington ' s
copy of the Constitution, Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, the United Nations
Charter and the Iwo Jima flag, setoff from Philadelphia in September 1947 during
the 160th anniversary of the signing of the Constitution, traveled through New
England and the South, headed for the West Coast in the spring of 1948, then
arrived in Washington, D.C., during the January 1949 inauguration of President
Harry S. Truman. During the 413-day tour it had visited 322 cities and three-anda-half million people had walked through the exhibit, an average of 9,000 people
per day. The American Heritage Foundation, which planned and directed the
exhibit, estimated that fifty million Americans—one in every three—took part in
Freedom Train program activities, a response one foundation representative
proclaimed "staggering."1
Crowds were large and lines were long at the exhibition sites (Fig. 1, 2),
where one could take the "Freedom Pledge," sign the "Freedom Scroll," and
purchase official and unofficial souvenirs while waiting to enter the train. The
"Spirit of 1776" locomotive pulled seven white cars with red, white and blue
stripes running the length, and a golden eagle with wings spread or three-foot high
gold letters spelling FREEDOM TRAIN appeared on alternating cars.2 The
greenish-blue interior of the three exhibit cars twisted in an accordion fashion so
one could step out of the center aisle to observe the documents in their recessed
cases (Fig. 3). The first exhibit car housed early American history documents, the
second contained memorabilia and exhibits about famous American men (Lin0026-3079/93/3401-035$1.50/0
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Figure 1. The "Spirit of 1776" locomotive and seven cars pull into
Los Angeles on February 23, 1948. Los Angeles Times photo courtesy
of Department of Special Collections, University Research Library,
UCLA,
coin, Washington, Hamilton, Jefferson and others), and the third car contained
twentieth-century and war-related materials.3
The organizers of the Freedom Train exhibit wanted to rekindle an awareness
of citizens' duties and responsibilities. They designed an ideal vision of
America's past that would supersede contemporary partisan conflict and racial,
class and ethnic antagonisms. As Freedom Train sponsor and United States
Attorney General Tom C. Clark intoned, "It's an American program which seeks
to re-establish the common ground of all Americans." Foundation secretary
Louis Novins added, "[A]ll Americans—no matter what [their] political persuasion—meet on the common ground of their American Heritage," and without it,
"differences become subversive, personal opinions become futile, and controversy becomes anarchy."4
The Freedom Train was one of the first attempts to articulate a national
identity and define citizenship after the New Deal and World War II. The
declining rhetoric of capital-labor conflict during the war, and the integration of
government and large-scale economic interests since the New Deal prodded
economic and political elites into rearticulating the bases of their cultural and
ideological authority. Although far from being a homogeneous group, project
organizers shared certain common attributes and attitudes. In response to
international events and domestic uncertainty, particularly the wave of strikes in
1945-46, they wanted to construct an American ideology to justify and celebrate
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Figure 2. This aerial photograph of the train in Cleveland, which
shows the long lines visitors encountered in many cities, appeared in
the October 1949 issue of National Geographic Magazine. Photo courtesy of The Beltman Archives.
cooperative and corporate systems for public policy and capital-labor relations.
They were businessmen with a pro-statist, capital-labor cooperative perspective,
government officials, prominent citizens, and labor leaders, all of whom shared
certain notions of the American past as well as hopes for a consensual future.5
At first glance the Freedom Train program contained consensual exaltations
of abundance and free enterprise capitalism in the postwar period. This consensual vision, forged through an elite process, constructed a particular representation of the American past in the Freedom Train documents and the citizenship
program. Economic abundance, opportunity, and the family were fundamental
tenets for the Freedom Train program, although anticommunist critiques and
suppressed conflict permeated the project as easily as the emphasis on a common
American heritage. The patriotism planners selected documents and created a
program from their ideal vision of American history that emphasized the
abundance and opportunity of capitalism while it celebrated basic individual
freedoms and the democratic process.
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Figure 3. Inside the Freedom Train. The crooked walls "broke the
monotony of a straight-wall exhibit and speeded traffic*" B. Anthony
Stewart, National Geographic Magazine. Photo courtesy National Geographic Society.
The Freedom Train program tried to merge and reconcile these positive
abstractions with broader social tensions and concerns as the essence of Americanism and the defining element of freedom. This mediated vision required
adjusting the political process and partisanship, and the promoters tried to
carefully prescribe the "proper" kinds of political participation. The program's
interpretation of postwar politics, rooted in a pluralistic consensus, provided
meaning and context to reconversion, economic uncertainty, and other tensions
of the time. It still forms the a priori basis for many studies of the postwar years.6
But the Freedom Train program reveals more than corporate hegemony; it was an
expression of the conflicting forces and languages within the political culture that
were attempting to define citizenship and Americanism. While it contained all
the stock language and symbols of consensus, the planning, presentation, and
articulation of an American ideology mirrored societal conflicts. Discussion was
often tempered or regulated, even though postwar society churned with dissention,
debate and conflict about the meaning of the war and America's role in the
postwar world. Republican and Democratic politicians found unity in opposing
foreign and domestic enemies, but partisan and ideological differences over the
role of government, individual economic and political rights, and claims to
Americanism continued. Social tension over race relations, the role of women,
price and rent controls, inflation, and international commitments provoked deep
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public concern. The process of putting together the Freedom Train and the
citizenship program revealed conflicts among the organizers that reflected these
divisions. The program itself engendered conflict about the meaning and
methods of celebrating American ideology, for the emphasis on economic
abundance threatened to gloss over real conflict and degenerate into a base
celebration of materialistic consumption. But race relations, differing across
regions and communities, challenged the program's nationalistic rhetoric of
freedoms. This apparently straight-forward program, often portrayed as an
example of both benign and evil Cold War consensus ideology, is thus a valuable
avenue into understanding how elites reconciled postwar conflicts.
The Freedom Train program, reflecting its creators' interests and identities,
was meant to enhance civics education and national pride through celebrating the
virtues of America. The civic virtue curriculum, which appeared in Foundation
publications, in community-based citizen rededication programs, and in the
presence of the Freedom Train exhibit itself, presented the American system of
government as providing individualrightsandfreedomsand requiring minimal
duties from its citizens. Embedded in some of the program's language and
symbols, however, was the idea that democratic consumption was a crucial
measure of the American system of government. While the program encouraged
voting and community participation, consumption was also presented as a
tangible element of citizenship, an expression of individualism, and akey element
of political participation. The consumption theme did not dominate civic
education, but was present and persistent enough that the celebrated democratic
values andfreedomswere often circumscribed to the amorphous national issues
of abundance, growth and anticommunism.7
The Freedom Train planners' message was moderately pro-business, acknowledging a labor and state role as diminished partners. The program
celebrated the most benign aspects of postwar pluralism, and the Foundation—
when forced—took a liberal position on race when presenting the train, although
they had not done so in its planning or content The planners offered a wellmeaning if unfocused push for political participation, but questions of audience
and reception lay outside the Foundation's public relations mechanisms. Communities celebrating Rededication Weeks, and excluded groups, particularly
African Americans, exploited the program's diverse and flexible messages and
purposes to their own ends. The interaction between the planners, the train
program, and community responses reflect the expectations and limitations of
liberalism, citizenship andfreedomin the late 1940s.
*

*

*

The Freedom Train began in Washington D.C., in April 1946 when William
Coblenz, the Justice Department's assistant director of public information and a
veteran of two world wars and eighteen years at the Boston Post, wandered across
Ninth Street on his lunch hour and saw an exhibit of Nazi war documents at the
National Archives. The exhibit gave him the idea of combining American
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historical documents and contrasting Nazi documents in an exhibit that would
combat what he recalled as "the whole problem of subversion." Nazi abuses were
related by inference to the Soviet Union and, Coblenz believed, to "the most
fantastic splurge of lunaticfringeliterature" of "hate" and "bigotry" served up by
"the conscious instruments of the Kremlin," which he read every day at work.8
Coblenz proposed a "Civil Liberties Exhibit" of documents on one railroad car,
but he eventually changed the name to the "Bill of Rights Exhibit" because
"Communistfrontorganizations" abused the notion of civil liberties and the Bill
of Rights was the heart and "essence" of all citizens' rights. Attorney General
Tom C. Claik announced in September that the exhibit would be privately
financed, non-profit and non-partisan. Fiscal considerations and apprehension
about the appearance of a government or partisan propaganda campaign disallowed direct governmental control of the project, so Clark sought administrative
and financial resources in the private sector. He persuaded New York attorney
Edwin Weisl, and Paramount Pictures president Barney Balaban to begin
planning the project Weisl and his Paramountfriendsand clients quickly took
control from the National Archives.9 The National Archives staff liaison to the
project organizers,Elizabeth Hamer, noted after an Augustmeeting with Coblenz,
that "Hollywood, chiefly, is putting up the capital for the exhibit."10 By
December, individuals in the private sector had assumed from the government
the power and ability to shape the tone and character of the project.
While Paramount Pictures, the Justice Department and the National Archives made administrative arrangements, advertising executives planned their
own patriotism program. Thomas D'Arcy Brophy, president of the advertising
agency Kenyon and Eckhardt, suggested at the November 15 meeting of the
Advertising Council's Board of Directors, " . . . a campaign to sell America to
Americans," using "a method that we in this democracy have developed to a high
point of perfection—the method of open salesmanship." The planners persuaded
Brophy and the Advertising Council to join the project and named Brophy
president of the exhibition in February 1947. A legacy of the War Advertising
Council, the Advertising Council used all of its public service information skills
to promote the patriotic project11
Weisl quickly mobilized his entertainment connections to create a program
of which the Freedom Train was only one aspect. Balaban assigned his assistant
and former Massachusetts assistant attorney general Louis Novins to work with
Coblenz and Brophy and coordinate the program. Novins realized that the
citizenship program was part of a larger project needed forpublic education. The
train itself was not enough. He suggested that " . . . the actual exhibition of the
documents merely constitutes the springboard for the national and local campaigns." A broader campaign to get "the message" out included extensive use of
newspapers, publications, radio and motion pictures. The goal was no longer the
intimate experience William Coblenz planned, nor would success be "measured
by the number of individuals who visit the train," but rather by "the intensity of
the coverage of the media."12 The Freedom Train became one part of a three-
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